New Books

Who will be the lucky kid to grab Master Minds? The Game of Love and Death? Night and other wonderful new books? Lunch time they will be released! Load up on your Christmas Break reading!

Santa's Dance Party and Movie

Well, Highlanders, it's the penultimate school day of 2016 (look it up). This will be a short block day, with all academics ending by 12:20. As you all know, this afternoon there will be a dance in the MPR and a movie in the Gym. Teachers will do attendance after lunch, then divisions will be called down to the Dance or the movie. Only after students have found their places in the gym or the MPR will they be allowed to get something from the concession stand. We want to keep the numbers in the line-up below twenty so please wait until a teacher gives you permission to get a snack. Both events should wrap up around 2:45. Have a fun afternoon and remember, it's Christmas time, be kind.

Have a good day!